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Abstract: The progress of online shopping worldwide has impacted significantly to business processes as well as customers' behavior in shopping. Thus, research in online retailing especially in virtual store layout has been made by researchers in numerous numbers. This article attempts to explore prior research in virtual layout retails to identify the research in virtual retailing in term of the variables involved in designing the virtual store layout.
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INTRODUCTION

Layout strategy is one of the important decisions classified into long term operation strategy in supply chain decisions. An effective and efficient designed layout could impact in competitiveness, process flexibility, costs and also corporate image building (Heizer and Render, 2011). Bazargan-Lari (1999) found that there is significant impact of layout design on costs, wastes and capital investment. An improvement can also be achieved developing an effective layout such as customer satisfaction, labor productivity and delivery time (Heragu and Kusiak, 1988; Hassan, 1995). The most important thing for designing an effective store layout is to provide better customer responsiveness.

Online Retail Layout (ORL) or known as Web-based Store Layout (WSL) is an unique approach in term of allocating space for various products with the objective is to give a better response to customers (Heizer and Render, 2011). The point of ORL is how to show or display products on the space provided online in term of limited space so that the interaction between human (customers) and computers is developed in effective ways for final objective, which are sales and improvement. The impacts of the different type of ORL have been discussed in term of its relations to some aspects such as customer willingness to purchase (Burke, 2002), traffic and sales (Lohse and Spiller, 1998; Huarng and Doris, 2003) and consumer behavior (Siomkos and Vrechopoulos, 2002). In showing the product to customers virtually, most prior research in ORL discussed three different layout such grid, racetrack and free-form which of those three types have different advantages (Levy and Weitz, 2012; Vrechopoulos, 2005; Vrechopoulos et al., 2002). The three conventional ORLs are transformed into web or virtual layouts for computer interfaces over the internet website and then tested on the real customers.

Due to the increasing of customization where each customer has different objectives in visiting store virtually and customers are differentiated by ages, gender and economic levels, while the internet access (fixed and mobile) especially in the
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developing countries gets better currently, it is important to review prior study in term how the progress of ORL research has been done and how further research should be focused on. Therefore, this paper attempts to explore past works in ORL, particularly on the virtual layout design and the variables and constructs are developed.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

**Conventional Store Layout Retailing**

The strategy in store’s layout has significant implication on customer’s behavior on purchase. The problems to decide a fit layout strategy in store rises due to a limited space availability to display all products to provide excellent customer service. The implications of store layout on customer behavior in purchase in store are exist (Griffith, 2005; Cornelius et al., 2010; Sen et al., 2002). According to Levy & Weitz (2012), store layouts in retailing are conventionally classified into three different layout, grid, freeform and racetrack layouts. Grid store layout is designed for fast shopping activities where customers are supposed to locate and find stuffs easily. The products are displayed on the both sides of parallel aisles of the large extent store’s space based on the certain category so customers can move through the entire store (see figure 1).

![Grid store layout](image)

*Source: (Levy and Weitz, 2001)*

*Figure 1. Grid store layout*

The grid ORL, which is set based on the parallel aisles to one another, is generally used by common groceries for customers who have planned their purchase (Levy and Weitz, 2012, Mason, 1991). The freeform type is set the layout asymmetrically which gives customers to enjoy and free movement. This form which is generally used by fashion stores, leads customers to browse the store and increase the willingness to purchase along the time (Lewison, 1994, Mason, 1991, Levy and Weitz, 2012). Meanwhile, racetrack is arranged aisles based on the themes so that customers will provide an interesting, entertaining and experiencing shopping (Lewison, 1994).

Most supermarkets, groceries and drug stores are the example stores using this particular layout. In freeform store layout, the floor and aisles are set freely and
asymmetrically that all different types, size and shapes are displayed in the same sections.

![Figure 2](image)

Source: (Levy and Weitz, 2001)

**Figure 2. Racetrack store layout**

Employing this type allows customers to move and browse stuffs to all directions within the stores (see figure 2) and leads customers to increase their willing to purchase stuffs instead of their shopping lists due to spend longer time in the store. Most large department stores as fashion stores are applying this layout type. In racetrack store layout, the floor is modeled into separated areas based on the same particular stuff’s theme (see figure 3). In this type, customers can move along the stores’ sections because this layout is designed to facilitate them to visit as many as store’s sections. This store layout gives a different and interesting shopping experience to customers (Lewison, 1994).

![Figure 3](image)

Source: (Levy and Weitz, 2001)

**Figure 3. Free-form store layout**
Table 1. Previous works in online store layout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Grid</th>
<th>Racetrack</th>
<th>Freeform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Levy and Weitz (2001)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Lewison (1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Donovan et. al. (1994)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Implication of Virtual Store Layout

A significant growths of World Wide Web and internet users have impacted on online business especially on the business to customers (B2C). The increase of internet users worldwide which reached 361.9 million in 2003 (Yorgey, 2000) has created opportunities for this electronic business by transforming all conventional activities within business processes to electronic activities. One of the promised online businesses which use internet is retailing. It is reported that E-shopping has valued up to US$ 500 billion by 2002 (Teo, 2002). Virtual retailers recently use internet not only for display purposes but also for other functions as ordering process and online purchasing process. Moreover, for a big corporate point of view, the concept of virtual store might become the solution to minimize the costs of supply chain management from the long channel of supply by cutting function of the “real” retailing stores and replacing it into virtual store. It is investigated that by online selling strategy in the multi echelon supply chain business impact on pricing and ordering decisions, which are reducing costs of supply chain (Hsieh et al., 2014). Moreover, virtual store layout decisions is potentially giving customers more information needed about the stores and developing customers’ elaboration and response the other products or brands. Griffith (2005) found that different ORL gives different results in the level of customers’ elaboration and customers’ outcome.

There are also some discussions of ORL applications and its implications in customers’ behavior. It is investigated that the virtual store layout influences planned customers behavior (Kollat and Willett, 1967, Seiders et al., 2000). For example, for customers who have routine and planned behavior in shopping in the particular stores, grid virtual store layout facilitates is better ORL than others because they could do pre-selection the stuffs before purchasing (Lewison, 1994, Ghosh, 1994, Levy and Weitz, 2012). Prior study about racetrack ORL indicated that it is the most entertaining conventional ORL for customers for purchasing the stuffs via internet is racetrack, therefore this type leads customers to spend more time in the store for shopping (Herrington and Capella, 1995, Donovan et al., 1994). Further previous study also indicates that more time spent by customers for browsing the store by online using this type of ORL (Eroglu et al., 2001, Li et al., 1999, van der Heijden, 2003). The same phenomena in the freeform ORL that customers are willing to spend more time in the store for shopping due to enjoy the freedom of move within the store.

Investigation by Vrechopoulos et al.(2004) in United Kingdom and Greece showed that most groceries or department store in UK applied grid layout and some of them applied racetrack, for instance, the two largest UK groceries, Saveway and Sainsbury use grid technique for their virtual store layout. Moreover, most department store in Greece such as Smartbut and Homenet are using freeform layout
for their online store. The detail of the applications of online layout store are shown by table 2.

Table 2 The application of online store layout

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Layout</th>
<th>Applications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Grid</td>
<td><a href="http://www">www</a>. safeway.co.uk, <a href="http://www">www</a>. Sainsbury.co.uk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Racetrack</td>
<td><a href="http://www.foodonline.co.uk">www.foodonline.co.uk</a>, <a href="http://www.simplyorganic.net">www.simplyorganic.net</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Vrechopoulos et al. (2004)

Hybrid Online Retail Layout (HORL)

Besides the conventional online store layout, to accommodate the disadvantages of applying OSL mentioned previously, a progressive online layouts are required. One of them is called hybrid online retail layout (HORL), which is developed by accommodating each function of conventional store layout. HORL allows customers to choose accessing the stuffs within the store in three different ways based on the customers’ needs. The structure of HORL is shown in figure 4.

![Figure 4. Website structure for hybrid layout.](image)

The HORL is structured based on the three conventional ORL’s functions, for example, racetrack type in HORL is provided for customers who have not long enough time to browse the stuffs within store, while grid type is provided in HORL for customers who want to buy planned purchase and Free-form layout is covered for customers who have not plan to purchase while having a limited time in the store. The characteristics of three conventional store layouts on the customers’ purposes are shown in table 3.

Table 3. Characteristics of conventional VSL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Planned</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid</td>
<td>Purchase</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Racetrack</td>
<td>Browsing</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free-form</td>
<td>Browsing &amp; plan to purchase</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In HORL website, the display of three conventional store layouts can be performed in particular form and places. We divided the main structure of website into three, a header column for the main contents or even more in the middle while sidebars are put on the sides of the website. In this research, we display racetrack layout on the header, grid layout on the main content and free form on the sidebar or footer. For attracting customers to visit HORL, interactive technology on the
designed website can be added as Image Interactive Technology (IIT) or sliding image, interactive image (zoom-in functions) and 3D virtual model (Kim et al., 2007).

![Figure 5. Hybrid virtual store layout.](image)

The proposed hybrid store layout in this research puts freeform layout on the header with image sliding which guides customers to other type of layout, racetrack. The reason that Racetrack use with this way is because they are assumed having long time spent within the store. Free-form layout in this proposed HORL is displayed on the footer and header, while grid layout is put on the main page position that consist of more detail information of stuffs when clicked. For customers who have a limited time in shopping can use search menu. The expectation of applying HORL are accommodating three conventional store layouts, giving a better experience in shopping and providing better customer service.

**Approached Variables for ORL**

Prior research about conventional store layout indicates that there is a relationship between virtual store layout and customer behavior. The impacts of virtual grid, freeform and racetrack layout has been tested to investigate the relation to customer behavior in Vrechopolous (2002). This research uses variables adopted by Vrechopolous (2002) that the measures customers behavior on different conventional ORL can be approached with “facilitating planned purchase (a), easy navigation within store (b), perceived entertainment (c), time spent within store (d) and website information style (e)” to test whether and how the proposed virtual store layout (hybrid online retail layout - HORL) affects customers behavior in those terms of constructs. The use of first and second constructs this research are based on the theory of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) which were developed by Davis (1989), while the third construct followed the model from Lastovicka (1983) and
Vrechopoulos, O’Keefe, Doukidis, & Siomkos (2004), then the complexity of information given by the website to customers is presented by website information style (Verhagen and van Dolen, 2011) and fourth construct is automatically measured by the system.

Table 4 shows the previous works in online retail layout in term of the variables involved in ORL research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Freedom</th>
<th>Entertaining</th>
<th>Willingness to purchase</th>
<th>Time spent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Lastovicka (1983)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSION

It is theorized that the structure of virtual store has different influences on customer’s information gathering. The research has been done shows that conventional online retail layout (ORL) are the most layout for online store used by most online groceries or department store. From the literature review in this paper, it is shown that the use of online store layout has influenced the customers’ perceived. It is believed that the three conventional online store layout such as grid, freeform and racetrack has relationship with the customers’ perceived in different ways as customers’ time spent in the website, the willingness to purchase, freedom to move on the website and the level of entertainment.

For customization reasons, it is believed that there should be an accommodative online store layout for customers so that other unsatisfied customers’ perceived as shown in the conventional layout variables can be reached. Thus, an hybrid online retail layout (HORL) which combines all the functions of conventional online layouts, are important to discuss for further research.
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